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About This Game

Unmechanical is a puzzle adventure that combines tricky puzzle solving, alluring exploration, and an engrossing atmosphere. Set
in a fantastic world of flesh, rock and steel, your journey to freedom requires you to solve a great variety of puzzling challenges,

and while it’s easy to pick up and play, later challenges may prove very difficult indeed.

Key features:

Intuitive and simple controls, applied to a great range of interactions.

A carefully created world with unique environments and an engrossing atmosphere.

More than 30 unique puzzles, including logic-, physics-, and memory- oriented challenges.

Uncover a dark secret through strange clues and fantastic events.

Over three hours of puzzle-solving, exploration, and adventure.
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30 yo software dev here. last played serious sam in my teens. Last night i punched my girlfriend in the face trying to
sledgehammer an AAAHHHH suicide bomber. She will be out of the house by noon so more play area for 2 handed badassery.
15\/10 would punch her again. buy it!. This game makes it impossible to progress without paying tons of money. they say "Free
to play" but really it isn't at all.. Clans is an old school hack and slash action game similar to Diablo. After playing for a while i
managed to complie a list of good and bad points which i shall list, i shall point out the flaws and leave the good bits to the end
to leave this review on a happier note;

Their doesn't seem to be any stratergy involved. There are three warrior classes and the "elf" class which is the wizard. and while
i enjoy the idea of different fighting styles, there is the Warrior, the Barbarian and the dwarf, which is less cliche more boring
when selecting a character, people who prefere long range only have one class and that is the elf class.

The lack of items. The game seems to try and make it out that there is challenge when really its just unfair, you get two lives and
they go quickly as you get surrounded by more and more enemies, i got down to about half health when i encontered a mini
boss. I thought he was some form of boss as he was hiding behind the statue so he got the first hit, and he did the most damage
out of all the other monsters I fought, this lead to my death and i respawned and killed him, this rbought be down to four hit
points left and he dropped a potion which brought me up to 11, i was thent asked to clear out a cottage (so my first real quest)
where i found myself swarmed with no healing of any kind and i died again losing my last life and going back to the main menu.

The controls. The controls for moving are straight forward but attacking is the right mouse button which is odd and i was not
told this so i had taken a few hits before i figured it out, there are interactable items within the game but there is little to no clue
apart from a slight light up of the item. weapons do not have any sort of indication as to whats better or what it requires, there is
an axe for example which requires two hands, i didnt know this untill i saw that i didn't have my sheild equipped anymore.
There are also items in the game world that dont seem to have any use, left clicking (which is used for moving and item
management) does nothing and the right mouse button swings your weapon.

the writing: this is a minor point but the spelling and wording could use some work it isnt bad but it doesnt scream "in your face
bioware"

Now onto the good points which im pleased to say, what this game does well it does -very- well so lets get started:

Sound. The music and sound effects are brilliant and you get the right atmosphere that some games simply cannot achieve.

Introduction. the opening introduction is fully voiced (and voiced quite well i will add) and gives a very retro feel which made
me feel quite excited to play this game.

Function. The game downlaoded quickly, had no problems getting it to run, and it ran smoothly with no obvious bugs or
glitches, it seems this was a main focus of their time and it shows.

so i have listed three bad points (not counting the spelling and writing becuase what do you expect from a hack and slash diablo
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clone?") and three good points so its time to give my final verdict.....

I would -not- recommend this game on its own merits.. There's something here for everyone. The original tracks were (and still
are) awesome, but if you're looking for something if little more dubstep(y) (A_Rival) or something ♥♥♥♥ing metal
(FamilyJules7x), they got you covered. The remixes are nice but...

0/10
No shopkeeper versions. Worst soundtracks ever.
/s. Not worth the time and money. Spend it on something better. Vest of Vest. Great game, Drowning in bugs.

My game has ended abruptly due to the story line not progressing further for one reason or another more times than i can count,
save often when something seems out of place try reloading an earlier save.

ATM my game has broken on the mission the Corsair Battleship appears, the battleship just keeps rotating non stop to move
forward 99% of the time meaning i need to reload and hope it doesn't end up in a rotational game breaking loop again.

Would recommend if the bugs were fixed but i really doubt they will do that to such an old game.

hence i cant recommend it.. steam can't make a good port, had to copy the files from the gog version.. Pros:
nice turn based style
decent graphics
lots of game for the money!
ships have upgrades
battles are good fun it is satisfying blowing ships up

cons:
needs some sort of exp system, or maybe upgrades for your space port
timed building system feels out of place doest really add anything to the game
would be better if it was more physics based shooting keep thinking of worms forts but maybe a bad example

overall i have to recomend this, wont break the bank and lots of fun
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Short version - the devs clearly spent a lot of time making this game and just about no time testing it, which caused the players a
lot of grief which the devs responded by saying "lol".

This game is not really worth it. While close, a bit of really mean-spirited trolling by the developer just sort of wrecks things.

This is a game about running around shooting things, like Castlevania, but in ~5 minute missions and with guns and no levels. So
basically not a whole lot like Castlevania at all. That's about as close as I can come, though. It is side-scrolling, and your
character has this pretty cool ability to slow time and teleport.

You unlock crafting materials to make new guns (or don't, see below), and can get gems to socket into armor you find. The
armor sets are mostly equal, the real customization is in the gems you socket. Unfortunately, there are just a handful (eight?
ten?) types of gems, and as you go through the game you don't unlock new types, just the same thing but with bigger numbers.

The real star of the show are the guns. They are many and varied - rifles, grenade launchers, flamethrowers, chainsaws, homing
missile launchers... Pretty cool overall. The only downside is that several enemies are outright immune to certain categories of
weapons (ice, fire, lightning, with each monster immune to their own type). This means that the most practical choice in nearly
every situation is a boring old rifle, and using other weapons is a bit of fun but extremely situational and even then is noticeably
less effective. Still, some variety is nice.

Just considering what I've already written, I would probably recommend this game. There's a catch, though - the dev seems to
just be trolling completionists. There are levels where, by all accounts, many thorough searches simply do not discover treasure
chests that the developer says are there. I am not the only one to have as much trouble finding these. The developer has hinted
that some really important crafting materials are hidden in these chests. Alright, fine, so they're really hard to get but you can
find them? No, apparently not. If you check the global achievements you will find that 0.0% of players have actually unlocked
all the weapons, which require the aforementioned materials. A joke from the dev, apparently, with glitched out chests or
missing chests or materials requiring actions so bizarre that literally nobody has found them. Several hours wasted, which
probably accounts for a quarter or so of my total time in this game.. Game plays mind games like it's no ones business you think
you beat the stage but then you fall off screen and die and gotta kill the boss again good shít but scary sksletons jsut send chills
down your spine

9.666/10. mines, bombs, emp's its half shooter and half racing, though watch your back. This is an amazing game! ...or at least, I
think it is. I can't actually play it because everytime I launch it, I think of how dreamy Wash-Olof is.... Counters for days, super
fun to learn timing and pull off flawless fisticuffs.. This game is godly. AMERICA.
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